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Abstract. One of the most important tasks in a visual perception sys-
tem for automotive navigation and Navigable Path Detection (NPD) is
the perception of the environment and detection of obstacles. This task
is a challenge still to be overcome for navigation on heavily damaged and
unpaved roads. To address this, we applied methods previously developed
by us, in particular multi-resolution methods and successive training
methods, and new, state-of-the-art, multi-resolution methods using only
the TAS500 dataset in the context of the DAGM GCPR 2021 Outdoor
Semantic Segmentation Challenge. As our multiresolution approach, we
investigated a classical U-Net architecture using the one cycle training
policy and an adaptation of a successive growing resolution training strat-
egy. As a second solution, we employed the HRNet model, which has an
architecture that naturally learns multiple resolutions during the train-
ing, in two versions: the original implementation and a refined Semantic
Segmentation version, called SemTorch, which also employs the one cy-
cle training policy. The results show that SemTorch HRNets have the
potential to be architectures-of-choice for embedded navigable path de-
tection as they achieved 0.659 mIoU in the test set (third place in the
challenge) and 15.74 FPS in a TensorRT engine on an NVIDIA JETSON
TX2.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important tasks in a visual perception systems for automotive
navigation and Navigable Path Detection (NPD) is the perception of the envi-
ronment and the obstacles contained in this environment. This is important not
only for the vehicle to navigate adequately, but also to avoid accidents. Besides
detecting if there is a navigable path, where it is and which kind of roughness it
presents, a robust intelligent NPD system must be able to collect the necessary
information for the detection and tracking of obstacles, such as: position, size
and relative speed that each detected obstacle presents [4,14,13,15]. The task of
reliable path and obstacle detection is a challenge still to be overcome in the field
of visual perception for vehicle and robotic navigation on heavily damaged and
unpaved roads. The vast majority of the research works in the literature is based
upon roads in good condition from developed countries. They do not consider
varying road surface types and damages along the road surface and even fewer
situations presenting surface damages [17].

Besides, many vision-based obstacle detection methods aim to identify only
certain types of immediate threats, such as cars, animals, bicycles or pedes-
trians. This can lead to systems that either present a considerable number of
false positive detection alarms or that miss some kinds of conditionally navi-
gable obstacles, such as bumpers, cracks, potholes and puddles, that should be
detected and dealt with [27]. Paths lacking horizontal and vertical signage, such
as dirt roads, forest paths and off-road tracks, present special challenges for Pas-
sive Vision-based Navigation (PVN) systems because all information about the
navigability of the path ahead has to be inferred from visual input [15].

1.1 Contextualization

We understand that situations commonly found in in-development countries,
such as Brazil or India, like dirt roads and suburban areas with extremely dam-
aged paved roads, presenting potholes, puddles, speed bumpers and cracks, have
to be addressed by research on autonomous navigation systems and ADAS [15].
Such countries present large markets for autonomous navigation systems, not
only for personal vehicles, but also for goods transportation and intelligent agri-
cultural implements. In countries like Brazil, it is not uncommon that an ex-
pedition company has routes that encompass hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers of dirt roads or extremely badly maintained paved roads. In this con-
text, the automated identification of elements in unstructured and unpaved road
scenes is of extreme importance.

Our research group has been performing research on segmentation-based
techniques for the identification of the navigable path for autonomous vehicles
on dirt roads for some time now, both employing classic computer vision [26,15]
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [17,16] . We also have been perform-
ing applied computer vision research in other application domains such as oil
exploration [2] and medical image processing [12] . In order to tackle the present
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challenge, we employed the experience and the evidence gathered in these works,
together with the requirements we defined below.

1.2 Objectives

Motivated by the results obtained in our previous works and by the lack of re-
sources to gather additional data or to adapt and segment manually external
datasets in order to make them compatible to the classes used in this challenge,
we decided to investigate the following research question: What is the best seg-
mentation result that can be obtained employing only the given dataset as a
training input?

For this purpose, we stated the following objectives:

(i) Test on this dataset methods previously developed by us, in particular multi-
resolution methods and successive training methods;

(ii) Test new, state-of-the-art, multi-resolution methods on this data set

Following these objectives, we ended up with three different experiment setups,
which are described below.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Class Weights

Following the evidence gathered in [17], we decided to apply weights to the
individual classes accordingly to their distribution in the dataset. In order to
define weights for the different classes of the dataset, we based ourselves upon
the class distribution graph5 provided on the challenge site. The weight of each
class wc, excluding the ”undefined” is calculated based on the number of pixels
of the asphalt class pa and number of pixels of the class pc as follows: wc ≈
log10pa/log10pc. This resulted in the weights shown in table 1. We selected the
asphalt class as the reference class since the main objective of an autonomous
vehicle is to detect the navigable path and this class is one of the most common
class in the dataset, providing a natural divider.

We employed these weights in different manners in all three experiments
described below.

2.2 UNets

For our first approach we selected as our Semantic Segmentation (SS) approach
the U-Net architecture [18] for segmentation as it has shown state-of-the-art
performance at this task on various image modalities, such as medical image
segmentation [1,11,25,23,12], segmentation of rock samples in the paleontological
field [2] and also navigable path detection in unstructured domains [17]. A UNet
model is composed by two main components:

5 http://https://www.mucar3.de/icpr2020-tas500/images/barchart.png
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Table 1. Weights calculated from the classes distribution

Weight and Class name

Weight Class Name Weight Class Name

1.00 asphalt 1.04 gravel

1.21 soil 1.56 sand

0.96 bush 0.97 forest

1.00 low grass 1.00 high grass

1.16 misc. vegetation 1.16 tree crown

1.40 tree trunk 1.14 building

1.10 fence 1.30 wall

1.18 car 1.48 bus

1.00 sky 1.28 misc. object

1.45 pole 1.70 traffic sign

1.36 person 1.70 animal

1.05 ego vehicle 0.00 undefined

– A SS-framework, which is a Deep Learning (DL) structure in ”U”-form,
composed of two parts: a descending encoder arm, that takes pixel informa-
tion and learns (“codifies”) an abstract representation of pixel distribution
in each class, and an ascending decoder arm that generates an image where
pixels are labeled accordingly to their classes.

– A specific Image Classification (IC) DL model as the processing and learning
modules of both arms, called the backbone.

In this experiment, the IC models used as backbones were the ResNet-34
and ResNet-50 [5] with an ADAM optimizer [10] and the cross entropy loss
function. ResNets are state-of-the-art IC models commonly employed for SS
tasks. Additionally, the U-Net framework provides extra horizontal connections
between corresponding layers of the instances of the backbone in each arm, which
learn to control the different levels of abstraction of the SS process. We employed
the high-level UNet/ResNet implementation provided by the fastai API [7].

Strategy #1 - Multiple Training, Crescent Resolution We applied the
One Cycle Policy as described in [20] to optimize learning rates during training
for segmentation. Additionally, we trained each segmentation model iteratively
with 155x506 (1/4 size), 310x1013 (1/2 size) and 620x2026 (full size) versions of
the train set images, in this order. We performed training in two stages for each
resolution, with a transfer-learning and a fine-tuning-learning cycle each time:
the first with the weights of the internal encoder layers frozen (transfer learning
stage) and the second with all internal encoder layers unfrozen (fine tuning
stage). After each training conclusion, the weights of the previous image scale
were used to initialize the model for the next training. To find the best maximum
learning rate for each training step for segmentation, we employed the method
discussed in [19]. This iterative training method with progressive resolution is
an adaptation of the strategy presented in [6] and has been successfully used
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in difficult-to-train datasets such as micro-tomographic volumes in the Marine
Paleontology field [2] and in the Cytology field [12]. Figure 1 shows a diagram
of this training process.

ImageNet Weights Stage 1 Weights Stage 2 Weights

Load next image size 

Find LR 

Train

Load 1/4 size images

Find LR

Train

Unfreeze

Find LR

Train

Fig. 1. Multiple Training, Crescent Resolution strategy diagram.

2.3 HRNets

The HRNet (High Resolution Neural Network) [8] was chosen as our second ap-
proach. This new CNN model presents a simultaneous multi-resolution learning
approach and also enables for easy changes to their architecture, allowing to
adapt it to a specific task, such as IC, OD or SS [21,24,28] (see figure 2). Ad-
ditionally, the HRNet [8] presents a mathematically elegant and homogeneous
structure, which we understand is promising for further improvements.

Image Classification (IC): The neural network classifies the image based on
the image’s primary object classes [8,21]. These networks are usually more accu-
rate in categorizing and detecting items in photos, not to mention the position
and quantity of these objects, and this is the best solution when you don’t need
to cut an object or know its position in the image.

Object Detection (OD): The neural network recognizes the objects in the
image and indicates their location by superimposing a convex hull, usually a
rectangular frame, around their estimated location [24]. These networks do not
have the same classification performance as IC networks since they make more
mistakes, but they indicate where the objects are in the image and how many
instances of each category are present.

Semantic Segmentation (SS): the SS HRNet architecture was the approach
we used in this experiment (see figure 2). The CNN classifies individual pixels
in an image according to the object class that each pixel belongs, thereby seg-
menting the image into areas, each of which represents an object. These object
detection networks have lower classification performance than OD networks, but,
in medical applications and autonomous driving, for example, these networks are
often essential because they allow for the exact segmentation, localization and
measurement of objects-of-interest in the image.

HRNets attracted little attention from the international scientific community
after its release in 2019, but are now being evaluated as a state-of-the-art model.
We employed HRNets in this work in the context of two different strategies:
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Fig. 2. HRNet for Semantic Segmentation (SS): ”network head”, shown in the gray
rectangle to the right of the figure, has an upsampling neural structure in one infor-
mation step, which ends with a set of segmentation presentation layers consisting of a
convolutional block that outputs an image of labeled pixels [28].

Strategy #2 - Single Training, Original HRNet Approach In this first
experiment with the HRNet model, we employed the original implementation
of the HRNet model, in its refined HRNet OCR for Semantic Segmentation
version, as published by their authors in [9]. This HRNet implementation was
in PyTorch and also used the ADAM optimizer, but does not employ the One
Cycle training policy. We tested the HRNet 18, 32 and 48 models. All models
were run on NVDIDIA P100 GPUs. Since this model is supposed to learn a
multi-resolution representation of the images, we trained the network using a
standard single cycle of the transfer-learning/fine-tuning workflow. The network
was fed with images in the original 620x2026 (full size) resolution.

Strategy #3 - Single Training Training, HRNet with One Cycle Policy
In this second experiment with the HRNet model, we employed the refined imple-
mentation of the HRNet model, as published in [3]. This HRNet implementation
was developed using the same fastai [7] high-level library as the UNet model de-
scribed previously and employed both the ADAM optimizer and the One Cycle
training policy. Here, we also tested the HRNet 18, 32 and 48 models. All mod-
els were run on NVDIDIA P100 GPUs. This networks we also trained using a
standard transfer-learning/fine-tuning workflow. The network was also fed with
images in the original 620x2026 resolution.

3 Results

The best results of each combination of models and training strategies are pre-
sented in Table 2. The table presents also the reference implementations6 of each
network we employed in each of the experiments.

For the HRNet32 model, which has shown the best results on the validation
set, we also performed two additional experiments including augmented training
set versions. For the first experiment we included the 20 top losses samples from
the validation set into the training set and in the second experiment we evaluated

6 The code used to reproduce the results is available at https://codigos.ufsc.br/lapix/
ossc.

https://codigos.ufsc.br/lapix/ossc
https://codigos.ufsc.br/lapix/ossc
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the test set and segmented manually the ten images that presented top losses
and also included these into the training set. This last procedure was against
the rules of the challenge and was not officially submitted to the competition,
but it presents an interesting result that we will discuss below, in section 4.

Table 2. Best results for each employed strategy (with reference implementation)

Model/Strategy Val IoU Test IoU Epochs

UNet w/ ResNet 34 [7]
Multiple Training, Crescent Resolution

0.333 0.342 121

HRNet 18 OCR [9]
Original Strategy

0.612 0.598 600

HRNet 32 [3]
One Cycle Policy (Train Only)

0.646 0.645 107

HRNet 32 [3]
One Cycle Policy (Train + 20 Val)*

0.759 0.659 84

HRNet 32 [3]
One Cycle Policy (Train + 20 Val + 15 Test)**

0.792 0.671 95

*These results were obtained including an augmented subset of the validation set into
the training data (see discussion in the text).
**These results were obtained including a manually segmented subset of the test set
into the training data. This extra labels are available at
https://arquivos.ufsc.br/d/653ce471bdac483ea222/.

For all models a very fast overfitting behavior during training could be ob-
served, as exemplified in the training curve for the HRNet 18 OCR model, in
figure 3. We performed an ad hoc visual inspection of the segmentation results
and it indicated that this was related to (a) the difficulty in learning some classes,
such as sand, and (b) the high degree of similarity between vegetation classes,
which led to a large number of miss-classifications that could not be correctly
learned. We will also discuss this further in section 4.

The original HRNet OCR implementations, which do not employ the One
Cycle Policy, have shown a much slower learning performance and also poorer
results than the same models extended with this meta-optimization strategy.
This is also true when comparing the original HRNet implementation to our
UNet/ResNet that also uses the One Cycle Policy.

Figure 4 shows some exemplar results of some of the architectures we tested:
HRNet 18 OCR [9], UNet w/ ResNet 34 [7] and HRNet 32 [3] employing the
one cycle policy and a custom training dataset composed of the original training
set plus the 20 images from the validation set with the largest errors. We chose
some good and some bad results based upon visual inspection of the resulting
segmentation. All results are available online 7.

7 http://www.incod.ufsc.br/dagm-ossc/

https://arquivos.ufsc.br/d/653ce471bdac483ea222/
http://www.incod.ufsc.br/dagm-ossc/
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Fig. 3. Train versus validation loss graph for the HRNet 18 OCR model.

Fig. 4. Good and bad exemplar results of some of the architectures we tested.
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

Due to limited resources we decided not to adapt other dirt-road datasets, such
as our own RTK Dataset [13], to extend the training data, and to work only
with the 400 training and 100 validation images provided in the challenge and
to focus on identifying a CNN architecture that could produce effective results
with only these limited data. Thus, in our study we explored which results could
be obtained for the task of navigable path detection with semantic segmentation
employing a multi-resolution approach and using only the dataset provided by
the competition as a training input.

As our multiresolution approach we investigated two different solutions: First,
a classical U-Net architecture, refined with the one cycle training policy [20],
and an adaptation of the successive growing resolution training strategy [6],
which we empirically adapted for semantic segmentation and refined into a six
step process (see figure 1). This was a strategy that we have employed with
great success elsewhere and we were confident that it would work well here
[2,17,23,12]. As a second solution, we considered the use of a new neural network
model, which possesses an architecture that naturally learns multiple resolutions
during the training, the HRNet [24]. This model we employed in two versions: the
original implementation proposed by the authors and a refined SS version, called
SemTorch [3], which also additionally employs the one cycle training policy [20].
In this context, the High Resolution Neural Networks [21,24,28,8], especially
when extended with training strategies as the One Cycle Policy, have shown
promising results.

The observed fast overfitting behavior could be justified by many factors. One
is surely the small dataset allied to the complexity of the data. Some classes, such
as sand, are so underrepresented that, e.g., an HRNet 18 OCR never learned an
IoU greater than 0.0 for this class before overfitting, unless extreme weights were
set for the class, which lowered the network’s performance for other classes. This
is a problem that a larger dataset surely will solve, since sand is something that
is commonly found on dirt roads. A different problem were the many different
vegetation classes: here we could observe not only many misclassifications, but
also a tendency of segment leakage between vegetation classes, leading to low
IoUs for these classes, even if parts of the vegetation areas were correctly classi-
fied. Here we question the usefulness of these fine-grained vegetation classes: we
understand that, from the point of view of an autonomous car, there are only
two semantics for vegetation: navigable vegetation, such as roadside grass and
fields, and non-navigable vegetation, such as bushes, trees, high grass and hedges,
which will represent an obstacle. Figure 5 shows some examples of segment leak-
age on results obtained with the SemTorch implementation of the HRNet 32.
The fusion of vegetation classes whose differentiation is not relevant to a vehicle,
into only two classes, navigable and non-navigable vegetation could enhance the
learnability of the dataset.

Threats to Validity This work was performed in the context of a competition,
therefore we did not have time nor resources to revise the code of the implemen-
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tations of the two HRNet interpretations we used (original and SemTorch) nor
perform extensive experiments with hyperparameters. In this context, we ac-
cepted the assumption that the main difference in the training speed and accu-
racy that could be observed between the two implementations was due to the use
of the One Cycle training policy, which is the only explicit technical difference
between both interpretations of the model, but both implementations actually
differ in more points: the original HRNet implementation uses custom Python
versions of some basic mathematical functions and also has custom CUDA im-
plementations of weight adjustment routines, whereas the SemNet interpretation
employs many fastai optimizations for standard PyTorch routines.

Fig. 5. Examples of segment leakage for different classes of vegetation (HRNet 32).

5 Future Work

The final purpose of the task of navigable path detection using semantic seg-
mentation is the real-time identification of roads and obstacles in autonomous
vehicles. This means that a necessary requirement for any neural network per-
forming this task is to be usable in the context of an embedded system. This in
turn, raises the question if the models we investigated in this study will perform
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adequately in a real-time situation and on a hardware platform suitable to be
embedded into a vehicle. In order to test this, we performed a small experi-
ment on an NVIDIA JETSON TX2 platform [22], which we describe below, as
a preview of research to come.

In this sense, we decided to train new models using the implementation from
SemTorch with the RTK Dataset [13]. Afterwards, we evaluated its efficiency
by comparing them with previous models of U-Net with ResNet-34 and U-Net
with ResNet-18, both trained with the same dataset. For this experiment we
employed the RTK dataset and not the challenge material because we wanted a
set of consecutive images extracted from a video in order to realistically simulate
a real-time segmentation and because the U-Net related results were already
available for the RTK dataset from previous experiments.

Initially, we faced a counter intuitive behavior, in which the time of training
of the HRNet implementation was substantially faster than U-Net with ResNet.
Requiring even less epochs to reach its optimal training point. The HRNet mod-
els were trained with only 50 epochs, while the UNet models required 200 epochs,
both splitted into two stages (first half with unbalanced weights and the second
half with balanced weights).

On table 3 we present the results in terms of weighted accuracy for the
RTK Dataset. One can note that with this new architecture, we were able to
improve the accuracy in almost 3%, reaching 98.23% with the HRNet 32. And
yet, the model’s sizes were dramatically reduced, so that with the HRNet-18
occupied only 36.8 MB while preserving 97.98% of accuracy. When we compare
the HRNet-18 with ResNet-18, the two smallest models for each architecture
tested here, the first one improved the accuracy in 1.86% and reduced disk
occupation in 69%.

Subsequently, we embedded all models in an NVIDIA Jetson TX2, in order
to reproduce a real-time application with limited graphical resources for these
architectures. Once the models were trained, they were converted from PyTorch
to ONNX format. And, finally, on the TX2 we optimized they with TensorRT
engine, using the version 7.1.3. The performance in frames per second (FPS)
of HRNets were about 300% superior than the implementation of U-Net with
ResNet, reaching an average of 21.54 FPS with HRNet-18 against 7.75 FPS from
U-Net with ResNet-18, as presented in table 3.

Table 3. Weighted accuracy results of models trained and tested in the RTK Dataset
with a TensorRT engine on an NVIDIA JETSON TX2

Model Performance Accuracy Size

UNet w/ ResNet 34 7.24 FPS 95.95% 157.2 MB

UNet w/ ResNet 18 7.75 FPS 96.12% 118.7 MB

HRNet 32 15.74 FPS 98.23% 112.7 MB

HRNet 30 16.24 FPS 98.20% 99.3 MB

HRNet 18 21.54 FPS 97.98% 36.8 MB
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These results show that HRNets, in the form of the refined SemTorch ver-
sion, have potential to be architectures-of-choice for embedded navigable path
detection and deserve further study and refinement. In this sense, the next steps
for future works will be focused on the implementation of HRNet models for
real-time applications and environments.
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